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Abstract
Is it possible to optimize the turbulent combustion
of a low swirl burner by using resonance in turbulence? To that end an active grid is constructed that
consists of two perforated disks of which one is rotating, creating a system of pulsating jets, which in the
end can be used as a central blocking grid of a low
swirl burner. The turbulence originating from this grid
is studied by hot wire anemometry to see if there is
a frequency for maximal response. Although no resonant enhancement of the turbulent kinetic energy or
the dissipation rate is observed, the results for the two
different sets of disks show that significant turbulent
fluctuations are introduced mainly in the energy containing range and partially in the inertial sub range.
These fluctuations represent up to 25% of the total turbulent energy and are not caused by pulsations of the
mean flow.

1

Introduction

The power generation from natural gas in gas turbines is expected to increase in importance, since the
combustion of natural gas results in the lowest emissions for NOx , CO2 and particulate matter in comparison with other fossil fuels. However, more stringent
emission regulations with respect to NOx are driving
new developments to optimize natural gas combustion. With a new burner technology, named Low Swirl
Combustion[1], it is possible to achieve very low NOx
emissions in comparison with more conventional burners. In figure 1 a typical low swirl burner is shown.
Although this technology is successfully implemented
in many atmospheric combustion applications, there is
still a need for a more compact and stable low swirl
flame in order to equip gas turbines with these low
NOx burners. In this research the compactness of the
flame is enhanced by increasing the turbulence by using the phenomenon of resonant turbulence by active
stirring.
The phenomenon of resonant turbulence has previously been studied numerically[2] as well as experimentally[3,4]. Cadot et al.[3] were able to create a

Figure 1: Left: top view of a low swirl burner geometry.
Right: Low swirl flame.

state of more intense turbulence (higher turbulent kinetic energy) at a lower energy input rate and Cekli
et al.[4] showed an enhancement of the eddy dissipation rate. In both experiments a modulated large scale
forcing was applied. When modulated at the right frequency a maximum response was observed. The optimal frequency turns out to be in the order of the inverse of the large-eddy turn-over time of the turbulence. This also corresponds with the results of the
DNS simulations of Kuzcaj et al.[2]. It is called a ‘resonance‘ in the sense that a maximum response of the
turbulence is observed when forced with a frequency
close to the large-eddy turn-over time of the flow. The
goal of this study is to create a turbulence forcing that
can be used in a burner geometry such that the levels
of turbulence can be enhanced with minimal energy
input. In this way the low swirl burner can be made
more compact and suitable for gas turbine application.
This paper reports on the experimental results obtained
with an active grid that is placed in a pipe flow to investigate the effect of the active grid itself. Later on
this grid will be used as a central blocking grid for a
low swirl burner to explore its ability for improving
combustion performance.

2

Experimental setup

The forcing mechanism constructed to create resonant turbulence is based on active grids [5], where
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Figure 2: (a) 3D representation of the active grid. (b) Two
different sets of perforated plates that form the active grid.

the open area for the flow depends on time and space.
To construct such a grid compatible with a small scale
burner (50kW and outer radius of 44mm) it was constructed out of two perforated plates of which one is
rotating, see figure 2a. The two plates are separated
by 0.1mm and placed inside a tube with a diameter of
44mm and 90mm upstream of the exit. A special construction is created to place the grid inside a tube such
that no other parts than the two plates are obstructing
the flow. The holes of the upper static plate are periodically opening and closing, creating a sort of pulsating
jets with a frequency that can be set by the rotation
frequency of the lower disk. The grid is designed such
that the total open area is nearly constant over a rotation to strongly limit mean flow pulsation.
To obtain a forcing with a frequency in the order
of the inverse of the large-eddy turn-over time an estimate is made for this quantity. From the experimental results of Bédat and Cheng[6] on a similarly dimensioned low swirl burner the integral length scale
L is estimated at 15mm. With a mean velocity of
5.5m/s and an estimated turbulent intensity of 20% [6],
u0 = 1.1m/s. This forms an estimate for the largeeddy turn-over frequency of τ −1 = 73Hz.
Two out of the six grids that have been studied are
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Figure 3: Open area as function of the rotational position of
the grid. This variation is low regarding the ratio
of standard deviation σ and mean value µ.

discussed here, since these are representative for the
other and show the most interesting results. These
are called the holes-holes and the spiral-hex geometry and are depicted in figure 2b. The static disk of the
holes-holes grid contains holes of 3mm diameter that
are placed on different radii. These holes are opened
and closed by the movement of the holes of the rotating disk in front. Since the number of holes per radius
differ, also the frequency of the jets that are formed
differ. Jets with frequencies of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25
times the rotation frequency are created. To create pulsating jets with a single frequency all over the grid the
perforated rotating disk is replaced by a disk with five
spiral shaped slots of 3mm. As this disk is rotating, the
spiral shaped slot is moving either outward or inward
depending on the rotation direction across all perforations of the static disk with a constant speed. Jets
with frequencies of 5 times the rotation frequency are
created.
The grids are designed such that the open area as
function of the rotation angle varies only very little.
In figure 3 this is shown together with the ratio of the
standard deviation, σ, and the mean, µ, as a measure
of its fluctuation. These values are very low.
The turbulence downstream of the grid is studied
using hot wire anemometry. A single straight hot wire
probe, that was locally manufactured from 5µm platinum coated tungsten wire, is placed 110mm downstream of the grid on the central axis. This is 20mm
downstream of the exit of the tube and this downstream distance corresponds with the location of the
low swirl flame in the burning configuration. The hot
wire is connected to a Dantec 90C10 CTA module,
where the overheat ratio a = (Rhot − Rcold )/Rcold
is set to 0.8, resulting in a wire temperature of approx. 230◦ C. The CTA internal square wave test indicates a bandwidth of 75kHz. The analog signal is
captured with a NI 9215A BNC data acquisition device at 50kHz with16bit resolution. The voltage is
converted to velocity by using a fourth order polynomial as calibration curve which is valid between 0.1

3

Results

For the two grids the velocity was recorded for five
minutes to obtain converged statistics. The rotation
frequency fr was varied in integer steps between 1 and
25Hz. The mean velocity U and the turbulent fluctuation u0 are plotted versus fr in figure 4 for both grids.
The center line velocity is seen to increase, which is
the result of a changing radial velocity profile, since
the volume flow is kept constant. For the spiral-hex
this effect is caused by a secondary flow that is induced
0.8

8

by the inward movement of the spiral shaped slots resulting in a higher flow rate in the center. When the
disk is rotated in the opposite direction (counterclockwise, when viewed from the top) the opposite effect is
observed. For the holes-holes case for both rotation directions an increasing trend is observed, which is most
likely to be caused by the effect that the pressure drop
over the high frequency holes at outer radii increases
more rapidly, resulting in a relative higher flow at the
center line. For the turbulent fluctuations a decreasing
trend is observed without a maximum response.
To obtain the eddy dissipation rate and the Taylor
2
scale Reynolds number, defined q
by ε = 15ν(∂u/∂x)
2

and Reλ = u0 λ/ν, with λ =
2u02 /(∂u/∂x) respectively, spatial information is extracted from the
time history data using Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis, x = U t. This approximation is accurate
when u0 /U  1 [8] which is the case according to the
results in figure 4. Furthermore isotropy is assumed
and the velocity signal was low pass filtered with a second order Butterworth filter, with a cut-off frequency
of 20kHz to reduce the contribution of the noise to the
calculated dissipation rate. The kinematic viscosity of
air ν = 1.5 × 10−5 m2 /s[9]. In figure 5 both ε and
Reλ are plotted as function of fr . No response maxima are observed due to enhancement of the smallest
scales, which are expressed by ε, or in the separation
of the largest and smallest scales, which is expressed
by Reλ .
The energy input rate can be characterized by the
pressure drop over the active grid. The angular momentum needed to drive the grid is not considered for
the energy input rate, since this is mostly dominated
by the friction of the sealing inside the construction.
In figure 6 the pressure drop is plotted for both grids
as function of fr . This pressure drop is obtained with
a differential pressure sensor type SDP1000 installed
100mm upstream of the grid and measures the pressure relative to the environment. It can be seen that
there is also no or only a slight dependence on fr . The
pressure drop in case of the spiral-hex grid remains
constant within 1%. For the holes-holes case the pressure drop increases linearly with fr up to 6% at 25Hz
compared to the slowest rotation at 2Hz. There is no
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Figure 4: Mean velocity U and turbulent fluctuations u0 as
function of the rotation frequency fr .
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and 40m/s within an averaged error of 1% of the calibration points. These points were obtained for the high
velocity range (3-40m/s) by a calibration nozzle where
the exit velocity follows from Bernoulli’s principle and
the pressure drop over the nozzle. In case of the low
velocity range (0.1 - 1m/s) the exit velocity follows
from a developed laminar pipe flow with a calibrated
volume flow, where the velocity at the central axis is
two time the bulk velocity.[7]
The grid is rotated by an AC-motor that is connected to a frequency controller to regulate the rotation speed. The actual speed of the grid is measured by
an optical encoder that detects a marking on the rotor.
A PID control loop is used to control the speed with
an accuracy better that 0.1Hz. The maximum rotation
speed is 35Hz. The signal from the optical encoder is
recorded by the data acquisition device to be able to
calculate the absolute position of the grid in time and
in this way to obtain conditional hot wire statistics.
The air flow is regulated by a mass flow controller
which in all cases is set to 30m3 /hr. This corresponds
with a bulk velocity of 5.5m/s. The accuracy is better
than 1.5%.
Despite the proper lubrication of the moving part,
there is heat generation that causes the temperature
of the air flow to rise up to 3◦ C. To correct for
this the temperature of the flow Ta is measured by
a thermocouple mounted downstream of the hot wire
on the probe support. With this temperature the
bridge voltage Vb is corrected according to Vcorr =
p
(Tw − T0 ) / (Tw − Ta )Vb , where Tw and T0 are
the wire temperature and temperature at calibration
resp.[7]
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Figure 5: Dissipation rate ε and the Taylor scale Reynolds
Reλ number as function of fr .
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Figure 6: Pressure drop as function of fr .

minimum energy input observed in both cases. It is
remarkable that the pressure drop over the holes-holes
grid is about 40% higher than the spiral-hex grid, while
the open area is similar. This means that the geometry
of the openings is influencing the pressure drop.
To visualize the fluctuations that are introduced
by the active grids the energy spectra are plotted
in P
figure 7. The spectra are calculated by E =
1
0 2
0
17
i |F (ui )| , where u is divided in n parts of 2
n
samples with 50% overlap and their energy spectra
are averaged. Furthermore E is normalized such that
E (f ) df = k = u0 u0 . The spectra for different fr
are shifted vertically such that they have a distance of
a factor 100 to enhance the readability of the figure.
In the energy spectra clear and distinct peaks appear in the energy containing range from which it becomes clear that the periodically opening and closing holes of the active grid introduce large scale perturbations. The peaks appear at frequencies which
are integer multiples of fr . For the holes-holes case
multiple peaks appear as expected due to the different jet frequencies of this grid. The most pronounced
peak emerges at 5fr . In case of the spiral-hex much
more peaks are observed than the expected peak at 5fr
which corresponds with the jet frequency of this grid.
At 5, 10 and 15fr the most pronounced peaks are observed.
To quantify the amount of turbulent kinetic energy
that is represented by the peaks their integral is determined. First a baseline spectrum Eb is obtained by
median filtering the original spectrum E with a filter
width of 10 samples. Peaks that are more than 1.25
times higher than Eb are considered. A Gaussian curve
fit is applied to the difference E −Eb of which the integral is determined. The ratio of the sum of the integrals
of all considered peaks, Ep , and the total turbulent kinetic energy, k, as function of fr is shown in figure 8.
It can be seen that a significant amount of the turbulent
kinetic energy is contained in the scales introduced by
the grid, up to 25%. Furthermore, a similar behavior is observed as in the experimental work of Cekli
et al. [4] and the simulations of Kuzcaj et al. [2],
where there is at low frequency a high susceptibility
for the modulated forcing, while at higher frequencies
this susceptibility decreases. The difference between
the responses of the two grids is that the holes-holes

grid shows a significant peak at fr = 17Hz before the
steep descent. The onset of this descent is expected
when the forcing frequency is close to the inverse of
the large-eddy turn-over time τ −1 according to literature.
We calculate the large-eddy turn-over time by τ =
L/u0 , where L is the integral length scale that is dex
fined by L = 0 0 f (x) dx, with x0 being the first
zero-crossing of the velocity auto-correlation f (x). At
low fr , L is roughly inversely proportional with fr ,
while it converges to a constant value at higher fr .
This results in a non-constant value for τ −1 , but for
5 < fr < 25, τ −1 is between 75Hz and 125Hz for
both grids. This range is also indicated in the energy
spectra.
At low fr most of the introduced fluctuations have
a frequency lower or equal than τ −1 , which corresponds with significant response, while at higher fr ,
when the frequency of the fluctuation crossed the inverse of the large-eddy turn-over time, the response
is much lower. The reason that the holes-holes grid
shows a maximum response in between the two regions is most likely caused by the fact that there is
a single dominant peak at 5fr coinciding with the internal time scale of the flow, while for the spiral-hex
grid the fluctuations are spread in the frequency domain at 5, 10 and 15fr and do not coincide with τ −1 .
The difference in value of fr where the transition between high and low response occurs, corresponds with
the fact that the holes-holes grid induced mainly lower
frequency fluctuations, while the spiral-hex grid also
has energy in higher frequencies, resulting in an earlier
transition. The onset of the decreasing susceptibility of
the forcing occurs when the peaks are forced from the
(flat) energy containing range into the (inclined) inertial sub range which is in the order of the large-eddy
turn-over time, so qualitatively the same behavior is
observed as what was reported in literature.
What becomes clear from the energy spectra and
the quantification of the peak energy is that the frequency or the length scale of the introduced fluctuations can be tuned by setting fr and that there is a
maximum of turbulent kinetic energy in these fluctuations when the fluctuations are introduced in the energy containing range.
To estimate the length scales of the fluctuations
Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis is used. A
recorded fluctuation with timescale τi = 1/fi that is
being convected with mean velocity U , corresponds
with a length scale Li of Li = U /fi . The lowest frequencies that are introduced correspond with spatial
structures with a length of 0.5m, while the fluctuations
with highest frequency have a dimension in the order
of 15mm. This all the more confirms that the grid acts
as a large scale forcing.
Since there is a (small) fluctuation in the open area
of the grids over a single rotation and there are significant fluctuations observed in the hot wire data that
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Figure 7: Energy spectra at different rotation frequencies
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enhance the readability. The vertical gray dotted
lines indicate the range of τ −1 .
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are caused by the rotation of active grid, it is investigated to what extent this fluctuation is causing a pulsation of the mean flow. Such pulsation is an undesired property which can cause combustion instabilities and should therefore be limited. With use of the
actual grid position α, retrieved from the optical encoder signal, the conditional mean velocity U (x, y)α
at the points indicated in figure 9a in the plane 20mm
downstream of the exit is obtained for the spiral-hex
grid. The gray scale plot in figure 9a indicates the
deviation of the conditional mean velocity from the
unconditional mean velocity at that specific point, i.e.
U (x, y)α − U (x, y), for α = 265◦ . This shows the
conditional velocity distribution with the mean velocity distribution subtracted to visualize the fluctuations
in the cross-section for an arbitrary grid position, in
this case α = 265◦ . Already from this graph it becomes clear that the fluctuations cancel each other,
since there are both regions with positive and negative value. The displayed velocity distribution is specific for this particular grid position and changes vigorously, but in a continuous manner. By integrating
U (x, y)α over the cross section the mean volumetric
flow rate φα as function of α is obtained. In figure 9b
this quantity is plotted. The mean value of 29.9m3 /hr
suggests that the used measurement points cover the
total flow, since it was set to 30m3 /hr. It can be seen
that there is some fluctuation of the total volumetric
flow rate. A low amplitude ten period oscillation is observed, which clearly does not correspond with the 15
period oscillation in the open area signal of the spiralhex grid, displayed in figure 3. As a measure of the
level of pulsation the coefficient of variation CV φα
is calculated, which is the standard deviation σ divided
by the mean µ. For flow involving the spiral-hex grid
at a rotation speed of 8Hz this is only 0.79%. The dependence of CV φα on fr is shown in figure 9c by
the graph with the dotted line with marker, where it
varies between 0.56% and 0.79%. When comparing
this with the mean level of variation of the local conditional mean velocity, i.e. CV U α , which is plotted
on the same axis (dotted line), it can be stated that the
level of pulsation of the mean flow is very low, since it
is one order of magnitude smaller than the local fluctuations.
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Figure 8: Fraction of turbulent kinetic energy contained by
the peaks in the spectrum as function of the grid
rotation frequency fr .

Conclusions

By using one of the two active grids that have
been presented it is possible to create a large-scale
time-dependent forcing which expresses itself by the
different peaks emerging in the energy spectra. The
response, which is defined as the amount of energy
contained in these peaks, is high when the introduced
scales have a time scale in the energy containing range
and decreases when this time scale is located more into
the inertial range. In between the two regions a maximum response is observed for the holes-holes case,
while for the other grid no significant maximum can be
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Figure 9: (a) 2D plot of velocity deviation from the local mean, U (x, y)α − U (x, y), at a grid angle of 265◦ for the spiral-hex
grid at fr = 8Hz. The locations where the measurements are taken are indicated by the black dots. (b) Volumetric
flow rate rate as function of the grid angle for the spiral-hex grid at fr = 8Hz obtained by integrating grid angle
averaged velocity. (c) Pulsation of the volumetric flow rate (dotted line with marker) and the mean level of local
pulsation (dotted line) as function of fr .

distinguished. The transition between the two regimes
is, as predicted by several other studies, when the modulation frequency is close to the inverse of the largeeddy turn-over time. The fluctuations contain a considerable amount of the turbulent kinetic energy; up
to 25% for the holes-holes grid and about 15% for the
spiral-hex grid. The reason that only the holes-holes
grid shows a response maximum can be found in the
fact that this grid has a single dominant frequency introduced in the spectrum, while for the spiral-hex case
the energy is distributed over more peaks in the spectrum. The frequency of the different peaks cannot all
coincide with τ −1 .
A resonant enhancement of the total turbulent kinetic energy or the mixing at the smallest scales expressed by the dissipation rate was not observed in any
of the cases. Nor is there a minimum in the energy input rate i.e. pressure drop, observed.
It is shown that the level of pulsation of the mean
flow is limited by using the conditional averaged velocity. It is an order of magnitude smaller than the
level of local variation of the mean velocity.
Since distinct turbulent fluctuations can be introduced, also partly into the inertial sub range, without
creating a high level of pulsating flow, this gives rise
to the question whether these scales can be tuned to
the optimal scale for the generation of more flame surface. The sizes of the introduced fluctuations which
follow from using Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis, vary between 0.5m for really low frequency fluctuations (10Hz) and 15mm for the highest frequencies
(400Hz). These scales tend to be rather large compared to a flame thickness of an atmospheric premixed
methane flame of about 1mm. However we can investigate up to what extent the presence of especially the
smallest scales contributes indirectly to the wrinkling
of the flame.
There is evidence that mixing can be enhanced

when a narrow banded forcing at scales in the inertial range is used [10]. Therefore it is expected that
the turbulence originating from the active grid can be
used to create more flame surface area and a denser
flame. It is suggested to perform flame surface density
measurements and also flame curvature measurement
by for example OH-LIF to investigate the possible enhancement of these two quantities under the influence
of the modified turbulence.
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